PECULIARITIES OF POLITICAL SPEECHES TRANSLATION

Summary. The article is devoted to the problem of political speeches translation, which is extremely relevant today, as political activity plays a special role in society, affects the country’s place in the international arena, its relations with other countries. Through speeches, politicians have the opportunity to appeal to both the international community and their compatriots, gain recognition, demonstrate their leadership and represent their country in the best possible way. Translation of political speeches is considered to be one of the most complicated types of translation, which is the area of increased linguistic responsibility. Considering the role of a translator in the process of political speeches translation, it has been established that a perfect command of the language, relevant vocabulary and terminology, knowledge of the political situation and the ability to properly render it by means of target language will facilitate translation performance at a professional level. When translating political speeches, it is important for a translator to take into account the cultural peculiarities of the countries of the source language and the target one, to know their history, internal political processes, to understand the views of their leaders on specific situations. A translator must clearly formulate and reproduce the intentions of the author of the text or speaker, preserving the informative and expressive functions of a speech. It has been determined that the problem of translation of political speeches is their lexical, grammatical, and stylistic characteristics. Their translation is facilitated by translation strategies, which are regarded as translation methods, which constitute a purposeful system of interrelated techniques that takes into account the type of translation and the appropriate existing methods of translation. Due to differences in the perception of subjects and evaluation of political events, differences in semantic structure or traditional use of words in different languages, literal translation becomes unclear. Translation transformations, which are defined as numerous and qualitatively diverse interlingual transformations, are used to achieve translation equivalence (translation adequacy) despite the differences in the formal and semantic systems of two languages. It has been established that there are several reasons for their use.
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Introduction. Our present is a process of constant changes, both socio-cultural and political. These changes contribute to the transformation of the language system, which is constantly evolving and getting accustomed to the socio-political reality that dominates in the use of a particular language. Political texts, namely speeches, play an important role in this process to interest and influence the audience. Translation in the political environment is a task of increased linguistic responsibility and plays an important role in today’s political communication processes; in addition, translation is increasingly interpreted as a mechanism for presenting intercultural and socio-political features. An inaccurate, rough translation of a political text can have serious consequences that could damage politician’s image, negatively affect the outcome of negotiations and even cause political conflicts.

Analysis of recent researches and publications. In the last decade, the theory of political discourse has become linguists’ object of close attention. Politics is carried out through language and, as a consequence, through political discourse. Currently, there is a trend to globalize society. Political speech as a genre of political discourse is an effective means of political influence on citizens, the formation of certain ideas, assessments and attitudes to reality. Political speeches have become the object of scientific research by E. Beauvendiste, D. Misuurov, W. Schmidt and other national and foreign scholars.

A. Belova, J. Derrida, A. Greimas, J. Habermas, O. Haidulin, N. Herasymenko, J. Fiske, M. Kongtau, T. Shmelova, E. Zemskaya etc. dealt with the problems of rendering of different types of discourse, political one in particular.

The aim of the article is to analyze the difficulties and peculiarities of political speeches translation into Ukrainian.

For conducting the research, the following methods were used: the general scientific methods of analysis and synthesis (for studying theoretical basis of political discourse translation, its types and challenges for translators’ effective work); the inductive method (for generalizing the material and conclusions on the basis of the existing study); the deductive method (for adapting the principles of the general translation theory in the aspect of the suggested investigation). Classification and typological analysis were used to compile and represent the studied material in the form of classifications.

Main material presentation. Political speeches are prepared highly politicized speeches with a positive or negative assessment of social processes, phenomena and their justification, confirmation by specific facts, the prospect of political changes [1]. They almost always belong to publicistic style, which is characterized by the expression of an ideological position, a view of different situations, and the assertion of the idea, which, in its turn, is considered to be the removal of other views, even if they are not mentioned.
Political speech, as a type of political discourse, is designed to identify the qualities of a leader, present a politician and help him gain recognition. It consists of an introduction, main part and conclusion. In introduction, the speaker appeals to an addressee; in the main part the speaker utters theses and proves his arguments, and in the conclusion, he summarizes and expresses appeals to the audience. The lexical features of political speeches include the use of neutral vocabulary, book vocabulary, terms, and nomenclature vocabulary. Neologisms, euphemisms, foreign words, metaphors and idiomatic expressions are used in political speeches. Regarding grammatical features, it should be noted that the use of the first person singular and plural is common, which causes listener's sense of unity. The use of modal verbs indicates the intentions and requirements of the speaker and subconsciously affects the addressee. Politicians are characterized by the use of simple as well as incomplete sentences, which helps to absorb information better. The use of repetitions and parallel constructions creates a special rhythm of expression and is considered an effective means of influencing the addressee. In political texts, stereotypes and language patterns are usually used, commenting rather than informing prevails.

Thus, the priority task of a translator in the field of politics is the possibility to maximally preserve the desired communicative effect, which can be achieved by a translator, provided the stylistic features, lexical and syntactic means of political speeches are studied.

A translator of political texts must have good background knowledge and a considerable vocabulary, know the peculiarities of the country. And, since political discourse points to the language dynamics, a translator must trace semantic changes within the discourse itself.

A. Fedorov holds to the opinion that the professional qualities of a translator are very important, because he, like no other, must be competent in the political sphere and understand the essence of discussions, because “the main prerequisite for correct translation is knowledge of the subject” [2, p. 204]. When translating political speeches, it is important to take into account not only the context but also the cultural peculiarities of the countries of the source and target languages, to know their history, internal political processes, to understand the views of leaders on specific situations. This means that, firstly, a translator must be well-versed in the basic concepts of political discourse, and secondly, must have the skills to analyze the specifics of their verbalization both in the source and target languages. Compliance with these requirements evidences that the translation of public political texts takes into account the high professionalism and a deep knowledge of a translator in various fields [3].

A translator takes responsibility for the function of the speech unit of the source language he has chosen for this purpose in the target language. It is this equivalent which must perform the same function, i.e. reproduce a mental or emotional load for the recipient.

At each stage of translation of political speeches there are a number of problems. According to L. Venuti, difficulties arise during rendering of colloquial words and expressions, compensation of losses and justification of differences in written translation; there is a disparity in grammatical categories, lexical or morpho-syntactic differences between the source language and the target language; problems of polysemy arise; the author’s goal may be lost [4].

The problem of political speeches translation is studied by many scholars. They argue that the greatest difficulty is connected with the translation of lexical units. P. Newmark considers two reasons for this phenomenon: firstly, a translator does not fully understand the lexical unit (the word in the context has a slightly different meaning or is used in an unusual combination of words), and secondly, a translator has difficulty in choosing the appropriate lexical unit in the target language due to the difference in the semantic range of lexical units in the source and target languages. To avoid certain difficulties while rendering some lexical items, P. Newmark recommends:

- to use loan translation for political jargon;
- to translate a phrase, one should use equivalent, cliché or translate literally;
- to translate euphemisms one should select equivalent in the target language;
- to use semantic translation for metaphors;
- to translate acronyms and abbreviations one should bear in mind contextual factors, i.e. the linguistic and cultural level of readers;
- to translate political realities, it is necessary to use adaptation, i.e. selection or replacement of realia with similar words in the target language;
- to translate culturally marked vocabulary one should use omission, substitution, explication, adaptation [5].

In order to avoid ambiguity and confusion of content, when translating complex syntactic constructions, it is recommended to divide complex sentences into shorter ones.

A translator is forced to preserve an informative and expressive function in the socio-political text. To do this, he must correctly render the communicative intention of the author of the original, understand the purpose of communicative influence on the audience, and find out what communicative effect the original text has on the reader; when translating into the native language a translator must choose language means to achieve the same communicative effect the author of the original text caused being perceived by a foreign reader [6].

N. Geiko studied rendering of socio-political texts and developed recommendations for their translation [7]. Thus, before translating a text, it is necessary to analyze it, which will help a translator to understand the content of the text as a whole, see its structure, clarify linguistic and extralinguistic parameters, identify lexical units that sometimes need to be checked and pay more attention to their content during translation. No less important is the stage of developing a specific translation strategy. The next step is to most accurately select the equivalent to reveal the meaning of lexical units. After all, many of them have culturally specific features, and some even require using additional sources of information. When performing the translation itself, a translator must follow such recommendations:

1) avoid unnecessary or repetitive words; compare both texts during translation, pay attention to the peculiarities of keywords, pay attention to functional words that convey the emotional mood of the text and serve to connect words;
2) translating the names of political organizations, take care to preserve their equivalents natural for the target language, and in case of their absence independently create an equivalent that fully reveals the meaning of the lexical unit;
3) preserve the imagery and color of the source text in the target text. Translating real facts (words and expressions related to historical events, the peculiarities of social and political life of the country of the source language), take care of the maximum
possible preservation of national features and identity and take into account the norms of the target language.

With knowledge of linguistic and cultural features, it is much easier for a translator to carry out translation activities and solve complex problems, namely to follow the pragmatics of the text, reproduce the main functions of socio-political text, preserve evaluative properties of words, choose politically correct statements.

Translating pseudo-international vocabulary, a translator should carefully study the lexical content of the text, find pseudo-internationalisms in it and find out possible variants of their translation, presented in a specialized dictionary; find out the context in which the word is used; check the available equivalents in bilingual dictionaries (for example, the ABBYY Lingvo electronic dictionary). To translate terms related to political and state life, one should use lexical equivalents, transcription, loan translation, descriptive translation. Rendering neologisms that reflect socio-political processes, it is recommended to use transcription, transliteration and descriptive translation. Abbreviations, if they are not common, are expanded during translation; lexical equivalents as well as loan translation are also used. It is desirable to preserve figurative comparisons, metaphors and other stylistic devices during translation, most often they are rendered by means of lexical equivalents, loan translation, logical development, total reorganization.

It should be noted that to correctly construct the target text, translation strategies are used, which are regarded as translation methods, which constitute a purposeful system of interrelated techniques that takes into account the type of translation and the appropriate existing methods of translation [8] and “translator’s plan of consecutive actions aimed at translation of a specific text”, which has a specific key goal achieved through the use of all important principles and parameters of clearly structured translation circumstances [9, p. 156].

According to V. Komissarov, translator’s strategy covers three groups of general principles of the translation process: some initial principles, the choice of the general course of action a translator will be guided by in case of making specific decisions; choice of the type and sequence of actions in the translation process. The researcher notes that the most important strategic principle of a translator is to be critical of his work in order to find the best variant of translation. Factors that determine the choice of a specific translation strategy include: purpose of the translation, type of text being translated, and target audience. Based on a combination of these factors, the necessary translation decisions are made.

Thus, translation strategy is a general translation approach, the aim of which is to adequately render the source language into the target language, taking into account the speaker’s cultural, social and political peculiarities.

The most common option for understanding translation strategies is considered to be translation transformations, variants for finding means of translation to render the content of the text.

The main task in the translation of political speeches is to convey its content to the audience in the most adequate, clear and understandable form because the main purpose of translation is to achieve adequacy. When achieving the adequacy of translation, such translation transformations should be skillfully used in order to convey the source text as accurately as possible, in compliance with all relevant norms. One of the tasks of a translator of political speeches, in addition to the accurate, adequate and clear translation of content, is to convey all the emotional characteristics of the source language to the audience, especially their political orientation. As for the translation of facts in political speeches, there are no special problems and they are often used in the literal sense. Of course, a sentence can change its structure when translated, but this does not affect the meaning in the target language. But everything is different with texts that contain means of expression. Such texts belong in most cases to female politicians rather than male politicians, and are characterized by imagery, full of feelings and experiences.

According to S. Maksimov, the most complete reproduction of information is possible through the use of certain structural or semantic changes, which are called transformations in translation [1]. Although translation transformations are an integral part of the translation process and it is impossible to achieve adequate translation without them, there is currently no universal definition of this concept. Thus, translation transformations are defined differently in the following way:

- “techniques of logical thinking, by means of which we reveal the meaning of a foreign word in context and find a Russian equivalent for it that does not coincide with the lexical one” (Ja. Retsker) [10];
- “the basis of most translation techniques, which is changing the formal (lexical or grammatical transformations) or semantic (semantic transformations) components of the source text while preserving the information intended for rendering” (R. Minyary-Beloruchev) [8];
- “interlingual operations of meaning reexpression” (A. Shveitser) [11];
- “interlingual transformations to achieve equivalence of the source and target texts (in order to preserve the functional impact of the message)” (O. Semenov) [12].
- “translation techniques, which consist of replacing permanent equivalents with non-permanent ones”, as well as “linguistic expressions themselves obtained as a result of the use of such techniques” (A. Arkhipov) [13].

The use of transformations is due to several reasons, namely: differences in the systems of the source and target languages, i.e. in one of the languages there may be no category inherent in another language; classifications may differ within the same category; comparable linguistic categories do not completely coincide in meaning; differences between the norms of the source and target languages, i.e. we face a non-observance of the norm in the case when the essence of the statement is clear, but it causes the idea of incorrectness of language (norm divergences); differences between the usus of the source and target languages (usus is the rules of situational usage of language; it reflects the language habits and traditions of the language group) [14].

The above-mentioned creates difficulties in translation, which are overcome by means of translation transformations as a way to achieve equivalence in translation, particularly in the translation of political speeches.

Conclusions. Translation is a complex process of interpreting the meaning of a text embedded in the original. A translator is responsible for preserving the desired communicative result by investigating lexical, syntactic and stylistic features. When translating political speeches, it is necessary to have background knowledge, cultural features of countries, domestic political processes, to know the history of countries. Difficulties in translation are due to differences in grammatical, lexical, syntactic categories, problems of polysemy and the possible loss of author’s goal. When translating political speeches, a translator must remember that he
must convey their content to the addressee in an understandable and adequate form, as well as use translation transformations to convey the source text as accurately as possible.
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